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to the open ball QfJ of center <p(tt, £j) and radius p. By (9.3.7) and (9.3.1)
there is a function gtj analytic in Q0 and such that #-/z) =f(z) in Qtj.
As Qi-j^n Q0 is not empty and is connected by (9.1.1), the difference
9i-i, j ~ 9ij is constant in Qf-i^- n Q0 by (8.6.1). Now, by definition
/*	r-l   pff+i	r-1   /*r» + i
/(z)<fe=£       /(?X'MO* = I       ^Xr
Jyj	z = 0 Jff	i~0jtt
Therefore we are reduced to proving the relation
'
i=0
which can also be written
"
= o.
But y//f) and y/+i(/i) both belong to Qi-ifi/n Qy for 1 <i<r, hence,
by what we have seen above
hence the left-hand side of (9.6.3.1) is reduced to
But as 77- and yj+1 are circuits, we have y/f0) = 7/0 and 7J+1(/0) = 7j+i(0;
moreover, these two points belong to QOJ n Qr_lfj/, which is connected; the
difference #r_i,j — ^Oj ^s thus constant in that set by (8.6.1), and this ends
the proof.
(9.6.4) Let yl9 y2 be two roads in an open set A c C, having same origin u
and same extremity v, and such that there is a homotopy (p of y± into y2 in A
which leaves u and v fixed (i.e., (p(a, £) = u and cp(b, £) = v for every £ e [a, /?]
if (p is defined in [a, b] x [a, /?]). Then, for every analytic function f in A,
Let yj be the road opposite to yl9 and let y3(t) = yj(/ - b + a) for
b^t^2b-a; y3 is a road equivalent to yj. By definition, y^vya
and y2 v Ta are circuits. Moreover these circuits are homotopic in A, for
if we define \f/(t, 0 as equal to <p(t9 <J) for a ^ t ^ b, to y3(t) for b ^ t < 2b - a,
^ is a loop homotopy in A. Applying (9.6.3), we get f f(z) dz + f f(z) dz =
Jyi	J73
f /(z) dz + |  /(z) <fe. Q.E.D.
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